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Institutional Distinctiveness
Vision: The institution is to educate, empower and promote intellect through holistic learning, towards
individual growth and social progress.
Mission
•To provide need-based quality higher education to women, hailing from rural background.
•To facilitate critical thinking and creativity
•To impart knowledge and skill for the development of the self through value-based education
•To reach out to the diverse and varying needs of the society and
•To strive for excellence with the state-of-the-art facilities
While it is important to underscore the value of curriculum to holistic and sustainable
development, it is also prudent to recognise the various sources of barriers that could fault the design,
development, and implementation of quality curricula.
To remove critical impediments that prevent or disrupt developmental efforts, the college is
working on the right and systematic kind of support system, and therefore, works jointly to enable the
students to strengthen their capacities through contextualized response interventions.
Students are trained in values through seminars, workshops, exhibitions. The institution lays
priority on value based education and believes that it is vital for individual success as well as for society.
Students learn life skills, get trained in life skills, and are given training to train other vulnerable groups
such as children and adolescents.
Students are motivated to participate in diverse sports activities, and have won prizes at the intercollegiate, state and national level competitions. As the college has only two courses, each teacher is
aware of the students’ detail which is a unique and distinct feature of Kasthurba College for Women.
The students of Social Work conduct a rural camp which helps them to understand the social
system and integrate their learning with their interventions in the rural camp. Every year students of
Social Work are gold medal winners.
Hence, all measure taken by the Principal, Administrative Staff and Teaching faculty strive
towards academic excellence, individual growth and societal progress.
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